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Abstract 
Let f be an arithmetical function and S = {x~ . . . .  ,xn } a set of distinct positive inte- 
gers. Let (f(xi,xj)) denote the n x n matrix having f evaluated at the greatest common 
divisor (xi,xj) of x, and x i as its i, j entry and (f[x~,xj]) denote the n x n matrix havingf 
evaluated at the least common multiple [x,,xj ] of x, and x i as its i, j entry. Ill this paper, 
we show for a certain class of arithmetical functions new bounds for det[f(x,,xi]), which 
improve the results obtained by Bourque and Ligh in 1993. As a corollary, we get new 
lower bounds for det[(x~,x/)], which improve the results obtained by Rajarama Bhat in 
1991. We also show for a certain class of semi-multiplicative function new bounds for 
det(f[x~,xj]), which improve the results obtained by Bourque and Ligh in 
1995. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let S = {xl,. . .  ,x,,} be a set of n distinct integers. The n x n matrix (S) hav- 
ing the greatest common divisor (xi, ,x)) of x, and XJ as its i, j-entry is called 
the greatest common divisor (GCD) matrix of S [3-6]. The n x n matrix (S) 
having the least common multiple [xi, xj] of x, and xj as its i, .]-entry is called 
the least common multiple (LCM) matrix on S [2,6,10-12]. A set S is factor- 
closed if it contains every divisor of x for any x E S. A set S is god-closed, if
(xi, xj) E S for 1 ~< i , j  ~ n. Clearly, a factor-closed set is gcd-closed, but not 
conversely. 
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Letfbe an arithmetical function and ( f (x; ,x j ) )  denote the n x n matrix hav- 
ingfevaluated at the greatest common divisor (x~,xj) of xi and xj as its i , j -en- 
try. Bourque and Ligh in [7,8] showed that for a certain class of arithmetical 
functions C~, the matrices {( f (x~,x j ) ) l f  ~ C.,.} have properties similar to 
GCD matrices. In fact, they proved [7,8] that if f E C~, then the n x n matrix 
(f(x~,xj)) is positive definite, and thus 
det[f(xi,xj)] <~ f (x. ) . . . f (x,,). (1.1) 
Furthermore, 
!! 
det[f(x,,x/)] >f H( f  * l,)(xk) (1.2) 
k=l 
and the equality in Eq. (1.2) holds if and only if S is factor-closed. 
Iff is an arithmetical function, let (f[x;,xj]) denote the n x n matrix havingf 
evaluated at the least common multiple of xi and .,cj as its L j-entry. In [9], Bour- 
que and Ligh proved that for a certain class of multiplicative functions the ma- 
trix (f[xi,xj]) has properties which are similar to GCD matrix. In fact, they 
proved [9] that if f is a multiplicative function and (I I f )  • It ~ C ,  then the 
n x n matrix (f[x,,xi]) is positive definite and thus 
det(f[xi,xj]) <~.f(x,). .  .f (x, ,) .  (1.3) 
Furthermore, 
a (') det(f[x,,xi]) >I [l'(xk)]" ): * It (X,) (1.4) 
k I 
and the equality in Eq. (I.4) holds if and only if S is factor-closed. 
In this paper, we will improve the bounds in Eqs. {!. i)-(1.4) by a new meth- 
od. 
Throughout this paper 4~ and It will denote Euler's totient function and the 
M6bius function, respectively, and f ,  1~ the Dirichlet convolution o f f  and It, 
letfbe a real arithmetical function and S = {x~.x,_ . . . . .  x,,} be a set of n distinct 
positive integers. 
2. Definitions and notations 
Definition I. An arithmetical function f is said to be multiplicative if 
. f (mn) = f(nl). l '(n) when m and n are relatively prime. 
Definition 2. An arithmetical function f is said to be semi-multiplicative if there 
exist a non-zero constant c, a positive integer b, and a multiplicative function f '  
such that for all n, f (n)  ""'"x = c.I ~r,; if b in ,  and f(n) = 0 if btn. 
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Definition 3. If f is an arithmetical function, we denote by I I f the arithmetical 
function defined as follows 
1 I' 0 if f (m) = O, 
- -  ( j~ l~)  "---  / otherwise. f 
Definition 4. Given any set S of positive integers, define the class of arithmetical 
function C~ = { f [ ( f  * ll)(d) > 0 whenever d[x  for any x E S}. 
Definition 5. Let T be a set of distinct positive integers. Then the minimal 
factor-closed set containing T is said to be the factor closure of T, and denoted 
by :~. 
Let E be the set of real numbers. Then the set of all m x n matrices over i~ is 
denoted by M,,,.,, (itS), and M~.,,(I~) is abbreviated to 1~". Let ~ c [~". Then the ith 
component of 0~ is denoted by ~t,~. Let ~,/3 E [~". Then the scalar ~- l/T is said to 
be the inner product (scalar product), and denoted by (~.f l )= ~. fiT. Let 
~l,~, ~,, E R" Then the n x n matrix G(~l, . .  ~,,) [(~;, " . . . . ,  . ., = 0~/)]~.j::l is said 
to be the Gram matrix of {~.~., . . . . .  :t,,} and its determinant, written 
det G(oe~,..., ~,,) = g(o~l . . . . .  ~,,) is said to be the Gramian or Gram determi- 
nant of { ~l. ~., . . . .  , ~t,, }. 
3. Lower bounds for det[f(xi.a~)] 
Lemma I. For any positive #:tt, ger n. ,'e have ~,it,,(.1"* l,)(d) =.f (n) .  
Proof. Let the arithmetical functions I and U be defined for any positive integer 
m as follows: l (m)=/l/m/, U(m)= I, where Ix/denotes the greatest integer 
not greater than x. Since 1' * U = 1 (see [1]) and ] '= f • I, 
. f (n )  = (.f • l ) (n )  = ( f  , (1~ * U))(n)  = ( ( f ,  It) * U)(n) 
( " )  : 
= l,)(d)U 
din d!n 
Lemma 2. Let S -- [)'i . . . . .  3;. } he the fm'tor closure of  S. Dell'he n x m roan'ix 
A = (a~i) as fo l lows  
v/C/• • f,)(y;) i f  ,:, I -,,, 
a!/ = 0 otherwise. 
Then (.f(xi,xj)) = A . A T. 
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Proof. For 1 <~ i ~< n, 1 <~j <~ m, the (i,j) entry in A • A T is 
tI 
(A . AT)q = Ea ika jk  
k=l  
=  (x/Cr • l , )O,,))- '  = 
.v~ Jxi 
Yk lx i
Therefore it follows from Lemma 1 that (A. AT)u 
complete, n 
Or • = (r • 
y~ I(x,.xj) dl(x,,rl) 
= f((xi ,x j )) .  The proof is 
Theorem 1. f f  f E C~, then we have 
n 
detLf(x,,xj)] I> 1"I~--~ (f  */t)(d) 
k= i dlxk 
d{x, 
Xt <Xk 
(3.1) 
and the equality holds if  and only i f  S is gcd-closed. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let xl <x2 < ... <x,,. Define 
Sk={dldE77+,d lxk ,d¢xt ,  t<k}, l<~k<<,n.  Then for any kl d:k2,1~<kl, 
k2 <~ n, we have Sk, n Sk, = 0 and Si t.J S., t_J... U S,, = S, where S is the factor 
closure of S. Let Sk = {Yk.t,... ,Yk.pk }(1 ~< k ~< n) and m = pl +,o2. +""  + p,,, 
where .Vk.I < " '  < Yk.p~. For I <~ j <~ m, let 
= ~ .v,,j if ! <~ j <~ Pl; 
t 3,,., i f /=p~+. . .+pk  ~+t(k>f2) .  
Then we have that ,~ = {yl,y.,,... ,y,,,}. Let the n × m matrix A = (a0) be de- 
fined as in Lemma 2. By Lemma 2, we have 
det[f(x,,x#)] = det(A. AT). (3.2) 
Now let {~, ~.,,..., ~,,} denote the system of row vectors of A. Then 
det(A. A T) = det G(~l, ~t.,,..., ~,,). (3.3) 
Let {[~l,fl,_,...,~,,} denote the orthogonalization system obtained from 
{~l,. . .  ,~,,} by using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process (see [14]). 
Thus 
det 6([I, . . . .  , fl,,) = det((fl,, [!j)) = 
It is well known that 
#1 
[ I  (fl~. , flk ) . (3.4) 
k=:~l 
det G(~l . . . .  , ~,,) = det G(fl I . . . .  , fl,,). (3.5) 
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It follows from Eqs. (3.2)-(3.5) that 
n 
det[f(x,,xj)l = 1-I(/~,,/~k). (3.6) 
k=l  
Since x~ < x2 < -.. < Xn, then from the definition of the matrix A, it is not 
difficult to see that 
(x~)(0 = { 0v/(f */~)(Y~,~) 
if 1 <~i<~p~, 
ifpl < i <~ m 
and for k i> 2, i > p~ +. . .  + Pk-~, we have 
x/(f* l,)(y,,,) 
(~*)(') = 0 
i f i=p~+' ' '+pk_~+t( l<~t~pk) ,  
ifpt + ' ' "  +Pk-I + Pk < i <~ m. 
Therefore for i = p~ +. . .  + Pk-~ + t (1 ~< t .<..Ok), g >I 2, we have 
x/'(f */~)(Y*,,)- Note that fll = ~l. Hence for any k, 1 ~< k ~< n, we have 
(ilk)"' = 
(ilk,ilk) >t E (f */~)(y,.,) = E(  f */~)(d). (3.7/ 
t-=! dES~ 
Then it follows from Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.7) that Eq. (3.11 holds. 
Sublemma. With the above notations, i f  S is gcd-closed, then 
) * l~)(y,,,),..., v/( f  * 10(y,.,,,), 0 . . . .  , o , 
and for  k >1 2, we have 
~Pl  +'"+Pk- I 
• ~)(y,., ) , . . . ,  v/(f  • ,)(y,.,,), o, . . . ,  o ) .  
Proof of the Sublemma. Obviously the sublemma is true for fll (since fll = ~t ). 
Since S is gcd-closed, (x2,xl) = xl. Thus 
"  /cf 0~2 = (f * ~t)(yl,i),..., v/( f  * #)(Yl,Pi), * lt)(Y2,1), . . . .  
v/(f, ,O(y~.~), o,..., o). 
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Therefore (oc,, i l l )  --" ( i l l , i l l ) "  Then 
(~-,,/:~,) a, = ~-, - fl, 
//2 = 22 {ill, fl,) - 
= (~,  v/(f , lO(y.,.i),..., v/(f , lO(y.,.m_),o,...,o) • 
\ P~ 
So the sublemma is true for fl_,. Assume that the sublemma is true for 
fir, l <~ l ~< k - I. Now consider fl,. Obviously, for l ~< i <~ pj, we have 
)(i) 
(~k, fl,) fll = 0. 
We claim that for each e, 2 <~ e ~< k - 1, we have that 
(~,, fie) ){,, 
~k (/~,.,fl,,)/~,, = 0 forp~ + . . .  +p,._~ < i < p~ +' ' '  +Pe.  
Now let 2 ~ e ~< k - I. If (Xk,X,,) = x,,. Then xelxk. So Y.lx, for each 1 <~ i <~ p,,. 
Thus (2k,fl,.)= (fie, fl,,). Hence 
)(i) (~k, fl,.)/~,. = (~, - -  /~,,)(') 
~* {fl,., fl,.) 
=0 
l 'orpt4 . . . .  +p,. t <i<pt+. . .+p, . .  
if (x~,x,.)= x;., ;' < e. Then v,..,{x~ for all 1~< i <~p,.. Otherwise, there exists 
i, 1 <~ i <<, p,., such that .q., I x~. So y,., ] x,. We can deduce that e = ;~. It is a con- 
tradiction. Therefore (~,){;~ = 0 for pl + ' "  + p, .... ~ < i < p~ +. . .  + p,. and thus 
(~k, fl,,) = 0. Then 
/ii) 
(~*' fl")/~,. = (~k) ( "  = o forp~ +. . .  +p~, ~ <i<p~+" '+pe.  
The proof of the claim is complete. Therefore it lollows from the inductive hy- 
potheses and the claim that 
/ v/u • ) ( f  . . . . ,  . . • i~) (>,~.p,), O 0 
P l  + " ' P / ,  
This completes the proof of the sublemma. [3 
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Now we continue to complete the proof  of Theorem 1. Clearly, it follows 
from the sublemma that if S is gcd-closed, then the equality in tEq. (3.1)) holds. 
Conversely, if S is not gcd-closed, then for some l ~< ,,j <~ n, (x~,xj) q! S. Let 
a=min{ iET /+ I (x , ,x j )~S, l~<j<i<~n} and b=min{ jEZ  ÷ I(x,,,Xi )qls,  
1 ~<j < a}. Then a/> 2 and {x l , . . .  ,xa-i } is gcd-closed. Otherwise, there exist 
1 ~<j < i <~a-  1 such that (x~, XJ) ~ S. This contradicts to the minimality of 
a. In the same way as in the sublemma, we have 
fl, = (V(?  * ~')0',.,5, • • •, V( f  * l')0',.,,, ), 0, . . . .  0), 
f12 = (0, . . . .  O, v / ( f  . l,)(y2., ) , v / ( f  . l,)(v-, ,) O, O) " ' ' '  . . . .  p_  , • . . . .  
P l  
• . .  ° ° °  ° , ,  o o °  
~l l  * ' " " / l  2 
Since (x,, x~,) ~ 5', then there exist d and c, where I ~ d ~< n, l ~< c < Pd, such 
that (x,,,xb) = yj.,..Thus YL,. < x,.. Clearly d <~ b. If d < b. Then (x,,,Xd) E S. Let 
(x,,Xd) = Xt, I <. d. Note t~.at ya.cl(x,,,x,~). Thus )U.,.Ixl. It can be deduced that 
d = I. Namely (x,,,xd) = Xd. So xdix,,. Similarly we have XdlXh. Thus Xdl(X~,Xl,). 
So XdlYd.,.. Then Yd.,. = Xd and thus c = ,o,i. It is a contradiction. Therefore 
d=b.  Thus (x,,,xl,)=yt,., for some l<~c<pl,. So (~, , ) (P ' " 'P" '+ ' )= 
V/(l'* lt)(yh.,.). On the other hand, since xh¢x,,, we have (~,,)lp,, .... ,p,. , ,p,,l = O. 
Thus 0 < (0t,,, [11,) < (111,, lit,). Hence for i = p~ + . . . .  + p/,-~ + c we have 
(~,,,#,) #, (~"'#-') #:- .. (~,,'#,, ,) #,,_ ) 
(#")'"= ~" (#,,#,) i~:#:) "-(#.-,.1~,,-,) ' 
li) 
* t , )(y, , ,  ). 
Therefore 
(fl,,fl,,) >t (1 
2 p,, 
(~"'#") U* t,)(y,,.,)+ Y~CI* t,)(.~,~) 
> 
~J 
(3.8) 
It follows from (Eqs. (3.6)-(3.8)) that 
I/ 
det[f(x,,x,)] > ll cr* 
k.: ! dE3~ 
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Therefore, the equality in (Eq. (3.1)) holds implies that S is gcd-closed. The 
proof of the Theorem 1 is complete. 
Remark. (Eq. (3.1)) improves (Eq. (1.2)). 
Corollary 1. We have that 
n 
det[(xi,xj)] >i HE  q~(d) 
k= I dlxk 
d~xt 
xt <xk 
(3.9) 
and the equality holds if and only if S is gcd-closed. 
Proof. Let f = N, where N(n) = n for any n e 7/+. Note that N • p = q~ and 
~p(d) > 0 for any d E 7/+. Then the result follows from Theorem 1. U! 
Remark. Eq. (3.9) improves Theorem 10 in [16]. 
4. Lower bounds for det(f[xi, xj]) 
Lemma 3 ([17]). Tire arithmetical function f is a semi-muitiplicati,~e function if 
and only #'fi~r any positive integers m and n, 
f (m)f (n)  = f((m, n))f([m, ,1]). 
Obriously, (/'J'is multiplicatit, e, then f ;s semi-multiplicative. 
Theorem 2. Let f he a semi-multiplicative function. If l / f  ~_ C~ then we have 
det(f[x,,x/]) >I Hf[xk] :E  
k ::= I dl.r~ 
df.r~ 
• r t  <xk  
• #)(d), (4.1) 
anti the equalio, hoMs (['and only (]'S is gcd-closed. 
Proof. Let g = l / f  and the matrix D-  diag(f(xi),... ,f(xn)). Since f is semi- 
multiplicative, it follows form Lemma 3 that (f[xi,xj])=D(g(xi,xy))D. 
Therefore 
II 
det(.f[x,,xi]) = H[/'(xk)] 2 det[g(x,,xj)]. (4.2) 
k--I 
Note that g E C. Thus, from Theorem 1 applied to the matrix (g(x~, xj)). We 
have that 
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// 
det[g(xi,xy)] >I I IZ  (g • lt)(d), 
k=! dl-rk 
dtxk 
x t <x,~ 
(4.3) 
and the equality holds if and only if S is gcd-closed. Then it follows from 
Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) that (Eq. (4.1)) holds. Obviously, the equality in 
(Eq. (4.1)) holds if and only if the equality in (Eq. (4.3)) holds. Therefore the 
equality in (Eq. (4.1)) holds if and only if S is gcd-closed. The proof is com- 
plete. I-1 
Lemma 4. Let f be an arithmetical function, ff(I I f )  • la E C.~, then (1 I f )  E C,-. 
Proof. Suppose that (1 I f )  • # E C,.. Let x E S and d[x. It follows from Lemma 1 
that 
l 
( ( l / f ) ,  ,u)(d) : ~ .~ * It * It) (dl). (4.4) 
Since dl [d, d[x, namely dl Ix. Thus the condition (1/.f) • # E C,. implies that 
(( l /f) • # • IL)(dl) > 0. Therefore it follows from Eq. (4.4) that 
(( l / f)  • p)(d) > 0. So l / f  E Q. The proof is complete. El 
Corollary 2. Let.l" be a semi-muhiplicative fimction, f f  ( 1/.f) • # E C,.. Then the 
inequality (4.1) hoMs, and the equlity in Eq. (4.1) holds (/'and only if S is gcd- 
closed. 
ProoL The result follows from Theorem 2 and Lemma 4. El 
Since a multiplicative function is a semi-multiplicative function, then we 
have the following. 
Corollary 3. Let f he a multiplicative function. I f  I l l  E C,, then the inequaliO, 
(4.1) holds, and the equalio, in Eq. (4.1) hoMs (land only if S is gcd-closed. 
Remark. Under the conditions of Corollary 3, Bourque and Ligh in [9] proved 
that the matrix (f[xi,x/]) is positive definite. But if the condition l / f  E C,. does 
not hold, then the matrix (f[xi,xj]) is not necessarily postive definite, it may not 
even be non-singular. In fact, we proved in [12] that for positive integer n >i 8, 
there exists a gcd-closed set S of n distinct positve integers, such that the LCM 
matrix ([xi,xj]) defined on S is singular. 
Corollary 4. Let fbe a multiplicative function. If( 1/f)  • # E C.,, then the #1equality 
(4.1) hoMs, and the equlaio, 01Eq. (4.1) holds (]'and only (['S is god-closed. 
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Proof. The result follows from Lemma 4 and Collorary 3. I-1 
Remark. The inequality in Corollary 4 improves Eq. (1.4). 
5. Upper bounds for det[f(xi, x])] and det(f[xi, x]]) 
Li in [15] proved for the GCD matrix [(x~,xj)] the inequality 
det[(xi,xj)] <<. xlx,_ " .x,, - -- 
n! 
2" 
Here we show for the matrix [f(x;,xj)] a weaker inequality. 
Lemma 5 (Fischer's inequality [13]). Suppose that 
P= B* C 
is a positive definite matrix that is partitioned so that A and C are square and 
non-empty, where B*= BX, B and B v are the component-wise conjugate oj'B 
and the transpose orb respectively. Then det P ~< (det A)(det C). 
In the following, let a = min {xlx  ~ S} and b = min {xlx  ~ S\{a} }. 
Theorem 3. l.f .l' E C, ami.l'(a) <,../'(b). Then (n >I 2) 
det[t'(x,.xi)] <<. (I  ./'(a) ) fil.(xk)" (5.1) ,1"(t,) ",. I" 
Proof. Since•' ~ C,, then for any x ~ S,f(x) = ~di.,(f* le)(d) > O. We proceed 
by induction on n. Without loss of generality, let a=x~ <b=x2 
< X3 < "'" < Xn. 
For the case n = 2, we have that 
det[f (xi, XJ)] = .f (xl )f (x2 ) -.['(x~ )2 
Thus Eq. (5.1) holds. 
= f (x , ) f (x , ) ( ,  
• f (x , )  " 
Suppose Eq. (5.1) holds for the case n -  ! (n f> 3). Now we consider the 
case I1. 
, .  . . . .  / ''-I Then Let S'= {xl x,, x,,_ t} and (S')= (.f(x~,xi),i.j: l.
( / ' (x i ,x j ) )=((s ' )  NT 0 
N f(x,,) ' 
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where N = (f((x,,xl)), . . .  ,f((x,,,x,,_i))). Since (f(xi,xj)) is positive definite, it 
follows from Lemma 5 that 
detLf(x~,xi)] ~< det[(S')]f(x,). (5.2) 
From the induction hypothesis and Eq. (5.2), it then follows that 
( f (x ' ) )  ,!-' Hf(Xklf(x,,) det[f(x,,xi)] <~det[(S')]f(x,) ~< 1 f(x2) ~:l 
f(a) 
= (1 f-~))I' If(xk). 
k=-I' 
This completes the proof. I--I 
Remark. Eq. (5.1) improves Eq. (!.1). 
i 
Theorem 4. tr,/is semi-multiplicative aml (1 If) E C~ and f(a) >~.f(h), then 
det(f[xi,xi]) <~ (I f(b) ) ~If(xk). (5.3) 
.f(a) k=( 
Proof. Let g = Ill. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we can deduce that 
I t  
det(.f[x,,xj]) = I'I[/'(x~)]"det(g(x,.,xj)). (5.4) 
k I 
Since g ~ C~ and gia) <~ g(b), it follows from Theorem 3 that 
( ) det[g(x~,xi)] <~ 1 g(a) 1-Ig(xk). (5.5) g(b) k~:=l 
Therefore it follows from Eq. (5.4) and Eq. (5.5) that Eq. (5.3) holds. This 
completes the proof. F-i 
Corollary 5. l.[f is a multiplicatire fimction and (1/.f) • 1~ E C.~ and f(a) >~ f(b), 
then u,e have 
det(/[x, ,x,])~(l  ./'(b) ) " .f(a) H'f(x~)" (5.6) 
k=i 
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 4 and Theorem 4. r-1 
Remark. Eq. (5.6) improves Eq. (1.3). 
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